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3. Who is an entrepreneur?
TDC (CBCS) Odd Semester Exam., 2020
held in March, 2021
4. Is entrepreneurship an art or a science?

ECONOMICS
5. Who is an industrial entrepreneur?
( 5th Semester )
6. Which economist has stressed risk taking as
the specific function of an entrepreneur?

Course No. : ECOSEC–501T
( Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development )
Full Marks : 50
Pass Marks : 20

7. What is startup in business?

8. For startup India, what is the online site?

Time : 3 hours
9. Write one benefit of startup India.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions
10. Mention
one
identification.

SECTION—A
Answer any fifteen questions :

for

project

1×15=15

1. From which word the term ‘entrepreneur’
is derived?

11. Name the scheme of Central Government
under which startup plan is initiated.

12. Define small-scale industry.

2. Define the term ‘entrepreneurship’.
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13. Mention one problem of small-scale industry.

23. What is institutional
business?

support

in

small

14. Write the full form of SSI.
24. How many States Financial Corporation are
there in India?

15. Mention one rationale of SSI.

25. What is microfinance?

16. What is microenterprise?

17. State one feature of cottage industry.

26. Write the full form of SHG.

18. Mention one example of cottage industry
in India.

27. Who introduced microfinance?

28. Mention one feature of microfinance.
19. What is the full form of SIDBI?

20. Name one institutional agency which grants
financial assistance to SSI.

29. What is the size of membership to form
an SHG?

30. Who is the founder of SHG?

21. What is the full form of DIC?

22. What is the full form of SIDO?
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SECTION—B

39. Write two features of SHG.

Answer any five questions :
31. Mention
any
entrepreneur.

two

2×5=10
functions

of

an

40. Mention two roles of microfinance in rural
development.

SECTION—C

32. What are the different types of entrepreneur?

Answer any five questions
33. Write two steps for identification of project
of establishing small enterprise.

41. Discuss
the
entrepreneurship.

34. Mention two criteria of selecting location for
establishing a small enterprise.

42. Outline the barriers to entrepreneurship.

5

small-scale

43. What are the steps in setting-up a small
enterprise?

5

36. Mention two features of small-scale industry.

44. Describe the steps involved in the
identification and selection of a project.

5

45. Mention the
industry.

5

35. Mention two
enterprises.

problems

of

37. Mention two roles of SIDO.

characteristics

objectives

of
5

of

small-scale

38. What is SISI in entrepreneurship?
46. Discuss the rationale behind establishing
micro-enterprise and small enterprise.
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47. Discuss the role of SIDBI in developing
micro-, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) in India.

5

48. What is DIC? What are the functions of DIC?
1+4=5
49. Discuss the role of microfinance in economic
development.

5

50. Discuss the
development.

5

role

of

SHGs

in

rural
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